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                                HERE Maps: route planning for trucks in WEB-SAT
                            

                        

                        
                            
Via vehicle monitoring app, WEB-SAT provides professional solutions: Google Maps or HERE Maps.
By using the right maps dedicated to heavy transport, a truck carrier can not only save on fuel costs or the time in which the transport will be completed, but also take care of the driver’s comfort.  
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                                Gitex Global 2022
                            

                        

                        
                            
Gitex Global is one of the most significant technological events in the world. Taking place every year in Dubai, it attracts visitors and exhibitors from all over the world. This year we attended Gitex Global as exhibitors for the first time. We were pleased to showcase state-of-the-art WEB-SAT solutions. We invite you to read the summary of this unique fair!  
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                                      WEB-SAT fuel technology 
                                 

                             

                             
                                 
                                     Recent years have shown us that an increase in the prices of various products and services is inevitable. This also applies to fuel prices.   
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                                     Web-sat Pro are proud of being a member of FORS  
                                 

                             

                             
                                 
                                     It gives a mark of quality for our products and services, as well a recommendation of their effectiveness in helping members reach the required standard.   
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                                     CES 2020 - the summary of our participation in the expo  
                                 

                             

                             
                                 
                                     The 53rd annual run of the world’s largest consumer electronics trade fair CES 2020 is over.   
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                                     Use the live timeline panel with Google Street View 20-second cycle of detailed analysis 
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                                     Cash Saver  
                                 

                             

                             
                                 
                                     A fleet management system which analyzes the costs of the vehicle fleet in the company. Driven by the telematics data from the GPS Terminal connected to the CAN BUS.   
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                                     Tacho Premium  
                                 

                             

                             
                                 
                                     Infringement Alert. Current and precise analysis of driver's working time within range of 29 days - as if the driver was controlled on the road every few minutes! Direct guidance for driver before committing an offense, and more..   
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                                     An advanced ECO-Truck  
                                 

                             

                             
                                 
                                     WEB-SAT has developed a unique report allowing a detailed analysis of the truck driver's driving behavior.   
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                                     New mobile app release  
                                 

                             

                             
                                 
                                     Drivers’ hours module! Now you can use reminders, check average axle weight. 
Check your eco-driving scoring and face with other drivers.   
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                                     Eco-driving Newsletter  
                                 

                             

                             
                                 
                                     Drivers’ hours module! Now you can use reminders, check average axle weight. 
Check your eco-driving scoring and face with other drivers.   
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                                     Drivers’ hours  
                                 

                             

                             
                                 
                                     Drivers’ hours module! Now you can use reminders, check average axle weight. 
Check your eco-driving scoring and face with other drivers.   
                                 

                             

                         

                     
 
                

 
            

        
  
        

        
        
            
                
                    
                        About us 
                    

                    
                        The Web-Sat offers users a whole package of benefits: savings, increased efficiency and effective control. The Web-Sat platform allows you to tackle many of your customers' fleets, including unreasonable costs, poor performance, redundancy, or private use. 
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                    We invite you to contact us, we are at your disposal                
    
            

            
            
                
                    
                        
                    
Poland
WEB-SAT PolandWarsaw, Sosnkowskiego 1, 02-495
Katowice, ul. Sobieskiego 11/E6, 40-082
[image: ] sales@web-sat.pl
[image: ] +48 505 184 778
 


                    

                    
                        
United Kingdom

                        
                            Web-Sat Professional
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                           Dan Shaw,

                           57 South Road, Northfield,

                           Birmingham, B31 2QZ
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Austria

                        WEB-SAT DACH
                           Patrick Wagner

                            Hugo-Wolf-Gasse 8/14
8010 Graz, Austria
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Australia

                        WEB-SAT Pro
                            Rob Verhagen

                            PO BOX 652, Boronia 3155,
Victoria, Australia
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Chile
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                        Av. Apoquindo 6410,

			oficina 202, Las Condes

			Santiago, Chile
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United Arab Emirates

                        WEB-SAT UAE
                        Nalee International General Trading LLc

                        The Prism Tower 139,
Al Mustaqbal Street 9 Floor, Office 906, P.O.Box 122379, United Arab Emirates
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Lithuania

                        WEB-SAT Lithuania
                        UAB "Atradėjas",

                        V. Krėvės pr. 104j 50381,
Kaunas – Lithuania
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                        19 Mayıs Mah.
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                                They trusted us among other things... 
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                                THE BEST VALUE Vehicle Tracking Systems for personal use or for use in your business, however large or small. FleetTracking Technical Director has been involved in the fleet tracking industry since it’s infancy in 1999. Company grown with demand and pride ourselves on knowing what is important to their customers.

                                Business partner
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                                WEB-SAT is fully integratef with GARMIN, Company with more than 11,500 associates in 60 offices around the world, GARMIN bring GPS navigation and wearable technology to the automotive, aviation, marine, outdoor and fitness markets. GARMIN thinks every day is an opportunity to innovate, and a chance to beat yesterday.

                                Business partner
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